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A basic model for missingness and 
measurement error

• Consider the simple regression MOI (we elaborate later)

• ! = # + %& + ', '~* 0, ,-.

• Some /0, &0 missing (MAR hopefully)
• And if there is also random measurement error m:
• we write the observed covariate > = & +?, ?~*(0, ,A. )
• and possibly the observed response / = ! + C C~*(0, ,D

.)

• The reliability E = FGHI(J)
GHI(K)
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Issues

• For missing data (no measurement error) it is now standard to use 
Multiple Imputation (MI) to obtain consistent estimates.
• For measurement errors:
• Estimates of R often not available
• Software not easily available 
• Awareness of the problem limited

• Thus if ! used instead of " the regression coefficient will be 
downwardly biased in absolute value, by a factor #$.
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First: some issues with MI
• MOI and the imputation model (IM) should be congenial – variables in 

former should feature in latter.

• MI still has problems with interactions in the MOI

• Non-normality has historically been a problem

• Fully conditional (chained equation) methods most popular:

• Handle non-normality

• Extensions to multilevel structures – see later papers

• Recent extensions to handle interactions (Bartlett et al., 2015) – similar to Goldstein 

et al (2014) discussed below.

• I will concentrate on the less familiar joint modelling approach, especially 
because it has a natural extension to handle measurement errors, and also 

because it is theoretically fully grounded within a Bayesian framework.
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Joint modelling for missing data: mixtures of 
variable types

• We adopt a Bayesian formulation and specifically use MCMC estimation  
for the imputation part of the modelling.

• Original formulation by Goldstein et al. (2009) and available in Realcom
software freely downloadable from Bristol  CMM website (Slow!).

• The core model is multivariate (and multilevel) with responses that can be 
normal, continuous non-normal, binary, ordered or unordered categorical.

• At each iteration of the algorithm a step is inserted that draws from an 
underlying (latent) normal distribution, conditional on the other responses, 
to provide a derived MVN that can be handled in standard fashion to 
conditionally draw from the joint posterior: this then satisfies the 
distributional assumptions underpinning MI and related methods.
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Summarising the latent normal MCMC steps

• Non-normal positive data with skewness using a Box-Cox 
transformation 
!" − 1 %&', % ≠ 0; log ! , % = 0

We sample a new % at each iteration and use the transformation to 
obtain (approximate) normality 
• Ordered categorical data (including binary) we have ordered probit

model, with threshold parameters 01, 0'= 0.
• 31 = ∫&5

67&89 : ; <;,   
• 31 = ∑>?'1 @>
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MCMC steps ctd.
• Unordered categorical data
• Assume a p-category variable: this corresponds to
• a p-1  set   ~MVN(!, #(%&'))
• i.e. a set of uncorrelated variates with mean vector !. 
• A rejection (Metropolis) algorithm is used to take a draw. 
• General continuously distributed data:
• Group and sample from resulting ordered (or even unordered) categories.
• The model is easily extended to general multilevel data including cross 

classifications.
• Poisson data can also be handled:

• ) * = ∑-. / * =∫&1
&23 4 5 65 , ).7- * = exp(−*)
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Adding in measurement error within a 1-pass 
Bayesian imputation algorithm

• Details in Goldstein et al (2014). We write the full model with independent normal 
residuals, where we also allow missingness and !" are covariates with error and/or 
missingness
# = % + '( + ),
(" = (+% + ,+
!" = (" + ,"

• We assume a known R, and use Metropolis steps to sample parameters. 
• For missing values we carry out an imputation at each iteration and condition on current 

true values for covariates with measurement error. 
• At each step the posterior is computed from the joint likelihood (product) if the 

imputation model (second line) and the MOI (first line).
• This results in a single chain for MOI that can be used for inference in the usual fashion.
• Note especially that we can directly incorporate interactions in the MOI and readily 

extend to multilevel structures.
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More on 1-pass algorithm

• Fully Bayesian rather than a hybrid like MI so inference about complex 
parameter functions straightforward; model comparisons easy and 
priors can be chosen, eg for R. 
• We can also produce a set of completed data sets if necessary for 

secondary analysis that has the advantage of allowing a very rich MOI 
being specified so that a wide class of secondary analyses can be 
subsets.
• Can be extended to multiplicative measurement errors and we can 

allow reliability R to depend on further variables.
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STATJR

• A menu based package. 
• Running details for STATJR are available at

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/cmm/media/migrated/1-0-1/manual-tree-
beginners.pdf
Download missing data files from 
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/cmm/research/missing-data/
• The software is under continual development.
• A demonstration:
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Demo of STATJR

• We use a 2- level educational dataset with 65 secondary schools and 

4000 students with an attainment (exam) score as outcome and a 

school intake attainment score. We have randomly omitted both level 

1 and level 2 covariates.

• We plan to incorporate measurement errors  in STATJR
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How do we estimate R?

• A difficult issue in general. In education and psychology with scale scores 
traditionally done using item based ‘coefficient alpha’ techniques: these 
rely on certain independence assumptions and are not available for 
variables generally. The problem is acute when replication not feasible.
• Instrumental variable (IV) methods more general but also assume:
• The IV is uncorrelated with both the measurement error and the residual in 

the MOI.
• Traditional (Wald) IV grouping methods are almost always flawed.
• With longitudinal data we may often be able to satisfy these two 

assumptions:
• If sufficiently distal will not be correlated with measurement error
• While still being good predictors of the covariate with ME, they can be chosen to be 

uncorrelated with the residual, given an adequately complex MOI.
• Further exploration needed.
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An example of estimating R
• Queensland (Australia) NAPLAN data – longitudinal over 4 occasions 

each 2 years apart.
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Further developments

• Speed up software 
• Extend several levels and cross classified data
• Incorporate misclassification errors (methodology available)
• Prepare training materials
• Explore further the estimation of R further using IV methods and also 

internal (consistency) methods that incorporate a term for non-local 
independence across item responses.
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Measurement error – a cautionary tale
Progress of High and Low SES children from 2– 3 and then 5 & 10 years (1970 UK birth cohort study
~ 10k children): Feinstein 2003

Low ability – high SES

High ability – low SES

Low ability – low SES

High ability – high SES
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Issues

• Graph quoted extensively, and in Parliament, by the media and many policymakers to 
justify the preferential targeting of resources at low-SES (low income) children in the 
early years of life. Critiqued by Jerrim and Vignoles (JRSSA, 2012) and Goldstein and 
French (Significance, 2015)

• Main problem is that measurement errors – high for a short test on very young children 
are not incorporated.

• We have no estimate of reliability, R , which is a common problem. We can, howver, do 
sensitivity analysis.

• Also,  Feinstein’s definition of ‘high’ and ‘low’ ability uses cut points:
• But, e.g.,low SES high ability have lower ability than high SES high ability (we are in 

the tails of the distribution of income)

• We formulate instead as a conditional (multilevel) model: with age 5 score 
regressed on age 3 score.
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The relationship between age 2 score and age 5 score
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R=1 R=0.75
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High SES

Low SES



Thank you very much for listening
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